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dk̈̈l ©d of the Week

~  dẍFY ©d zFk §x ¦A  ~
(The Blessings on Learning Torah, part 4)

Immediately after reciting dẍFY ©d zFk §x ¦A we observe the dë §v ¦n of
Torah study by reciting mi¦p£dŸM z ©M §x ¦A
(the blessing of the mi¦p£dŸM, Bemidbar 6:24-26 -

:mFlẄ L§l m ¥Uï §e Li¤l ¥̀  eip̈R̈ |'d `V̈¦i  :̈J¤P ªgi ¦e Li¤l ¥̀  eip̈R̈ |'d x ¥̀ ï  :L¤x §n §W¦i §e 'd L §k¤xä§i)

as well as a section from the dp̈ §W ¦n.

These appear in the xEci ¦q after dẍFY ©d zFk §x ¦A.

zFa ῭  i ¥w §x ¦R of the Week
a w ¤x¤R

 `d̈i¤UFr§l z ¤x¤̀ §t ¦z `i¦d¤W lŸM ,mc̈ ῭ d̈ Fl xFäI¤W dẍẄ§i K ¤x ¤c i¦dFfi ¥̀  ,x¥nF` i¦A ©x
o©Y©n ©r ¥cFi dŸ©̀  oi ¥̀ ¤W ,dẍEn£g©a§M dN̈©w dë§v¦n§A xi¦df̈ i¥e¡d¤e .mc̈ ῭ d̈ o ¦n Fl z ¤x¤̀ §t ¦z§e

c¤b¤p§M dẍ¥a £r x©k§UE ,Dẍk̈§U c¤b¤p§M dë§v¦n c¥q§t¤d a¥X©g§n i¥e¡d¤e .zF§v¦n l¤W oẍk̈§U
,KÖ¦n dl̈ §r©n§N d©n r ©C ,dẍ¥a £r i ¥ci¦l `ä dŸ©̀  i ¦̀ §e mi ¦xä §c dẄl§W¦A l¥M©Y§q¦d§e .Dc̈¥q§t¤d

:oi¦aŸ§k¦p x¤t¥Q©A Li¤U £r©n lk̈§e ,z ©r©nFW o¤fŸ̀ §e d῭ Fx o¦i ©r

Rabbi (Yehudah HaNasi) said:

a. Which is the proper path that a man should choose for himself?  He should
choose a path that is good for himself and causes others to admire him.

b. Be just as careful in doing a dë§v¦n that you think is not important as you are in
doing a dë§v¦n that you think is important, because you do not know which dë§v¦n
will earn you a greater reward.

c. Compare the cost of doing a dë§v¦n with the reward you will receive for doing
it; and compare the amount you gain by doing a sin with the punishment you
will receive for doing it.

d. Think of three things and you will not sin.  Know that these three things are
above you: An Eye is watching you; an Ear is listening to you; and whatever
you say or do is written in a book.

* * *


